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Masterclass

Zone of Brilliance 
Book

Meet Dale

• I help you turn your ideas and 
stories into something worth 
writing about

• Support you to build your
brand and business around your
book

Your Workbook
https://daledarley.com/workbook-zob-book/

Why this 
was 

created

• So many people are not writing the right book

• Have a brilliant story and way to help others heal and 
they are keeping it to themselves

• Procrastinate

• Imposter syndrome

• Don’t start

• Give up

What is a ZOB

• This is where you can do it (whatever it 
is) easily, and you love doing it

• It brings you joy, inner peace and 
contentment

• You are in the flow, and your creative 
space, exploring and experimenting

• People can see you shining brightly 
when doing it

• Place where passion, purpose and 
meaning meet and you are profitable

ZOB

• Gives you a sense of fulfilment

• You are doing good in the world

• You challenge your comfort so that you don’t stagnate

• Where you do things which are

• Creative – creative space

• Fun – enjoy and are in flow

• Meaningful – gives you and others a sense of meaning

• Sharing your story and wisdom and creating a legacy
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What helped me

• Human design

• 3/6 Emotional Projector

• 3/6 Martyr / Role Model

• Bitterness

• Success

• www.mybodygraph.com

Why?

• Framework for learning how to harness your gifts

• Be the best you 

• Doing what you came to do

• Attracting the right people

• Pushing you out of your comfort zone

• Pulling you into your zone of brilliance

Me

• Turning chaos into order (strategy, outlines, teaching)

• Ideas into content (blogs, books, teaching)

• Big picture and detail (roadmaps)

• Organised (strategy, planning)

• Love how words change lives (writer)

• Chunks (make things easier)

• Experiment and experience (try things and teach an easier way)

• New, fresh and exciting (chunks, multi task)

• Creative – too many ideas

What got you here?

• What is the biggest lesson you learned?

• When are you happy and in the flow?

• My guess is the biggest lesson is what you 
are here to teach

• You are happiest when you are sharing 
your wisdom with others

• Others listen and take action

If you are not following your heart, then every 
step you take simply moves you in the wrong 
direction quicker

Do what you love, feel 
passion for, consider it your 

purpose and it gives you 
meaning
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Create a vision

• A vision is a picture of what you want in the future

• Inspires your actions

• Framework for the quest ahead

• It encompasses your emotional and spiritual aspirations

• Write it as if it were already true

• Perfect day exercise

What do you want to 
create?

• Every act of creation is first an act 
of destruction. Pablo Picasso

• What do you want to create?

• What is your vision?

• What do you need to let go of to 
allow this book to get written?

Stories create meaning and change lives

What is your 
story?

Category

• Many categories

• Adventure

• Personal leadership

• Business leadership

• Finding yourself

• Illness/disease

• Trauma

• Life long journey of healing

• Or maybe a dedication to a cause

What is 
your 
story?

• Every person has a story or two to tell, but whether they want 
to tell is another story

• Stories require

• A theme (self-love, confidence, self-worth)

• A purpose (transform lives)

• Journaling and writing saved my life

• Journey to self-love
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What is your story?

• What is your story?

• What is the theme?

• Why do you want to share it?

• Who will it help and why?

• Why now?

Use your story and wisdom

How do you 
transform lives?

Transformation

• Inspire others to

• Let go so that they can be who they want to be

• Embrace discomfort so that they can grow

• Identify why they want to change their life

• Define the changes they want to make

• Define what holds them back

• Set goals or intentions

• Prepare for what’s to come

• Take action and stick at it

Transformational process

Idea

Idea

IdeaIdea

Idea

• Usually goes in circles or 
cycles

• We get our wisdom from
experience and
experimentation

Transformational process

Do this Do this Do this

• However we need to try and find a way to make it easy for 
others
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Examples

• A set of steps using a word - FLOURISH

• A set of steps in a triangle or quadrant - Maslow's 
hierarchy or Unconscious competence model

• Keywords – Aware, Awake, Acceptance, Adapt, 
Alignment, Attention, Abundance and action

Examples

• Pillars - three pillars of Clarity, Mindset, and Action

• Days to – 28 days to a new you

• Questions or prompts in groups or sections that can be 
used randomly that provide clarity and transformation 
when answered

Stories

• To illustrate the points

• Pain to power

Transformational 
Process

• Logical and flow from one stage to 
another

• Steps

• Framework around which you will 
work intuitively

• What is your process?
• If you had a process what are the first 

three steps?

If you do the work you love, you’ll be happier and 
have a more profitable business. It makes sense to 
create products and services from your zone of 
brilliance, because you will enjoy creating and 
delivering them

Your Zone Of 
Brilliance
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The four 
zones

• Zone of Discontent

• Zone of Capability

• Zone of Mastery

• Zone of Brilliance

The four zones
Discontent

• Fewer skills

• Resentment

• Don’t like

• No meaning
• No flow

Capability

• Some skills

• Do, but don’t enjoy

• Little meaning

• No passion or purpose

Mastery

• Skilled

• Confident & 
comfortable

• Something is missing
• Some passion and 

purpose

Brilliance

• Creative, fun & 
meaningful

• Passion, Purpose, 
Profit

• Flow & fulfilled

• Meaning

• Values & Vision

Comfort Zone

Where are you?

• Zone of Discontent

• Zone of Capability

• Zone of Mastery

• Zone of Brilliance

• List the tasks you do in each

Comfort is all about staying safe

• Predictable and life without demands

• Comfort can be a very good thing – unless you want to grow

• Comfort keeps us where we are

• No reason to challenge ourselves, learn new things, or discover 
what we’re capable of doing

How Does 
the 

Comfort 
Zone Hold 

Us Back?

• There is a danger to comfort zones

• It’s just that they are too comfortable

• If you are not where you want to be, it could be 
because you have created an invisible boundary inside 
your comfort zone

• It’s the place of least resistance to the point where the 
comfort Zone is doing more harm than good

How can you tell when you’ve gone 
too far?
• Life feels boring or even stagnant

• You’re not applying what you’ve learned

• You’re dreaming but not doing

• You’ve been on a break for a really long time

• You’ve lost your flexibility

• Without risks, you won’t discover who you are

• You’re being held back
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When it comes to your 
book…

• You are unable to write the right book

• Procrastinate

• Writers block

• Easily distracted

How do you get out of 
it?

• What is it I want instead?

• The answer here is found in the 
change you want to create

• For you

• For others

How do you get out of 
it?

• Go back to your vision
• Ask yourself what you will look like 

in five years if you make this change 
now

• Picture your life
• Imagine every detail you can 
• How will each of these things look 

and feel?

My book exercise

What book will 
you write? What 

book will 
you write?

• What book?

• Why?

• Who is it for?

• What will you do with it?
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My book exercise

• Take a sheet of A4 paper, fold it in half and 
create your book

The inside of 
your book

What?
Who?
Why?

• What is your story and why?

• Why is this your zone of brilliance book

• Who is it for and what will they get?

• Blurb – sales pitch

The blurb

• Aka your sales pitch

• Put the book under your pillow 
and sleep on it

• In the morning write the ‘pitch’

• Add in a publication date

Who will get the most out of your book

Who is it for?
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Your ideal reader

• Much easier to write because we are speaking to that 
person

• Also, it will make a better book – creates a connection 

• More likely to sell

• It’s about them and not you

• You are not your ideal reader

Remember

Take yourself 
back in time 
(when you didn’t 
know)

1

Put yourself in 
their shoes

2

You have the 
knowledge and 
experience 
(now)

3

It’s what bothers 
your reader, not 
what you think 
bothers them

4

Ideal reader

• Values

• Goals

• Challenges

• What do I want my reader to do as a 
result of reading my book?

• What is the transformation?

• How does my story help?

What content?

What you know? The content

What you know

Your 
book

Another 
book
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The outcome

• What’s the outcome?

• The journey will meet the ending

The Knowledge Audit

Has it been 
articulated?

Can it be 
articulated?

K (tacit) K (explicit) Knowledge

Make your 
book easier 

to write

• Repurpose

• Record

• Write

• Keep it short

• Have a series of books

Repurpose 
existing 

content

• Books

• Blogs

• Training/workshop manuals

• Reports

• Articles

• Transcripts

• Videos and other recordings (Rev.com)

• Teleseminars (Rev.com)

• Research

What do you have

• Outline

• Do a knowledge audit

• Assess what is usable

• Write the rest

Outline

• Create a rough outline

• Sleep on it

• Check that it flows

• Feel it
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This is the way to do it…

The Process

The process

PlanningPlanning PrewritingPrewriting WritingWriting RevisionRevision

EditingEditing PublishingPublishing PromotionPromotion

You also 
need

• Interior formatting

• Proof reader / editor

• Cover design

• Advance reader team

• Beta readers

• PR

Tips

• Write a little book

• Take out the waffle

• Write in chunks

• Savour the process

• Check in how you feel?
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Build your brand with your book

Voice of your 
brand

Branding 

• Identity

• What you want to be known for

• Impacts how you market yourself

Developing your 
message

• Getting clear about what you are selling

• Clarifying your value proposition

• Creating and communicating a brand identity –
personal and/or organisational

Developing your brand 
statement

• What 3 WORDS would you want someone 
to remember about you

• What 2 THINGS are you known for today?

• What 2 THINGS will you be known for this 
time next year?

• What do you do

• Why do you do it

• How do you do it

How will your book help you to build a 
business?

Your Business
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The Strategic Business 
Objectives

• What are your business and brand objectives? 

• Why are you writing this book? 

• Think about your business, brand and your book as you 
answer this

• How aligned are they?

• What else can you create around this book?

Core message

• What is the core message of your business?

• What do you want to be known for?

• What is the core message of your book?

• They must be connected

What are you selling?

• Products

• Services

• Solutions (mixture of things)

• You need a blueprint

Products

• Anything that satisfies a customer need

• ‘The right product, in the right place, at the right time, 
and at the right price.’ Adcock et al

Greatest opportunities?

• Your Business blueprint

• For example, you could use your book:-

• For an online course and a coaching program

• Mastermind

• Membership

• For the basis for a speaking career

• To establish your credibility as a thought-leader / expert

What else?

• What else do you want to create?

• What would your roadmap look
like

• Take your time
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It just makes sense. It works for your brand and 
business.

Your Zone Of 
Brilliance Book

Book, Brand, Business

Book

Brand

ZONE OF 
BRILLIANCE

Business

• ZOB Book is where these all 
align

• Impact -raise profile, be seen as 
an expert

• Inspire – inspire others to be 
better

• Investment – writing the book 
is an investment in your 
personal development and for 
others to grow from

Week of observation

• The key is to try to notice more of 
what is going on around you

• Take a pen and notebook 
wherever you go, observe, notice 
and listen
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Ways to connect

• Power Hour

• Courses

• 121

• Write A Healing Memoir Program

Review and action

Write down three 
things you learned

1

Write down three 
things you learned 
about your book

2

Write down one 
action you will 
take

3

Q&A time

• What questions do you have?

• What stood out to you about today?

• What ah-ha’s or insights did you 
have?

• What will you stop doing, start doing, 
or do differently based on today?
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